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Abstract— This paper provides a literature review to evaluate 

the performance characteristics and power consumptions 

characteristics of wireless communication systems which are 

implemented in FPGA (Field programmable gate array). 

With growing design complexities analysis of performance 

and power becomes a critical issue. The paper reviews two 

methodologies of high level system modeling and low level 

characterization steps. It has been also analyzed that power 

estimation results can easily be influenced by taking time 

activity of components into consideration. The paper also 

aims to demonstrate the effectiveness of the system by using 

suggested methodologies throughout various domain 

particular use cases which emphasis on base band processing 

of hardware in domain of wireless communication. In 

comparison with existing low level vender tools of FPGA 

speed up factor can be obtained and it is possible to achieve 

highest relative error of less than 5%. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

For effective and efficient designing of wireless system 

power considerations are of great importance along with the 

purpose of reducing energy consumption. Power and 

performance of wireless communication may depend upon 

both technological and algorithmic factors as such systems 

have different properties, configuration and protocols which 

make their comparison very challenging. FPGA are 

configurable circuits which have dedicated resources and 

high gate density [4]. FPGA were mainly used for quick 

ASIC prototyping and hardware acceleration. FPGA designs 

follow top down approach which starts from abstract HDL 

description and ends with downloading of generated bit 

stream file. For evaluation of performance, functional system 

model is employed which is described without underlying 

knowledge of hardware. Contrary to this power determinants 

can be evaluated only by utilizing low level simulations and 

real performance measurements [10]. One of the important 

assumptions in wireless communication domain is that power 

consumed by circuit is usually neglected and power used for 

data transmission is taken into consideration. Power 

amplifiers related power consumption plays very important 

role in wireless communication [5]. The individual 

components such as based band processing elements or RF 

stages are also necessary to consider. The use of these 

approaches allows fast power estimation so that multiple 

configurations and design space can be easily and quickly 

explored. System C also permits to simulate wireless 

application so that library module can be formed.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

According to [2] designers used to adopt top down approach 

for implementation of several levels in FPGA system. 

Simulation tools like Simulink are used for evaluation of 

system behavior. At gate level designers used to adopt two 

techniques of power estimation. These are based on 

probability or statistics. In simulation techniques circuit is 

simulated multiple times to obtain information related to 

switching and supply current. However estimation accuracy 

depends upon input data patterns. In the same context [5] 

suggested that in probabilistic techniques there is need of only 

one simulation because they propagate the   switching 

probabilities. Simulation techniques allow more accurate and 

quick estimation of power as compare to probabilistic 

technique. Though simulation techniques can be very time 

taking but they are preferred for more accurate results. 

Contrary to this system, [6] also emphasized upon using 

analytical power models which can be obtained by interest 

parameters of linear regression. It allows more flexible 

approach to detriment of accuracy loss. At system level it is 

also possible to model design functionality so that theoretical 

performance can be evaluated. Analytical models are 

suggested for wireless systems and these systems are 

obtained from real measurements or data sheet values. [3] 

Stated that, for wireless system power consumption can also 

be predicated by real on board measurement or simulation at 

low level. However it can be very time consumption 

technique particularly for large designs. It also makes 

exploration of design space very limited [6]. To meet the 

information requirement at high level, performance and 

power requirements are fulfilled at low level. This approach 

has python module for performance estimation and power 

analysis. Though it is accurate, but it not convenient or the 

purpose off exploring design requirements. As per the view 

of [1] one of the effective methodology is to assume that 

hardware can be represented as hardware IP block each with 

particular function so that accurate power can be estimated in 

each block of wireless communication system. In first stage 

scenarios are defined by users and then IP is characterized 

[9]. After this phase high level simulations are performed. For 

FPGA based communication and wireless system scenario 

concept denotes well defined set of parameters which belongs 

to multiple applications in same domain. In next phase 

hardware IP refers to particular configuration of high level 

model. Implementation of design cans e performed by using 

mapping, synthesis and routing for particular FPGA block. 

After design implementation, VHDL simulation based on 

place and route model is produced which provides 

information relaatedd to timing and delay? After simulation 

average power is obtained with active IP and when IP is idle 

second simulation gives consumed power. According to [7] 

final phase consist of global system model which connects 
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different sub models which are stored in library.  Thus power 

consumption associated with based band processing also 

highlights multiple benefits. It is also helpful in getting 

accurate power estimation particularly when low power is 

taken into account. Base band processing related power has 

great impact on energy efficiency.  

III. CONCLUSION 

It has been evaluated from this paper that on the basis of user 

defined scenario effective wireless communication systems 

can be formed. The three independent steps include IP 

characterization, scenario description and system level 

simulation. The VHDL or hardware modules can be 

characterized in form of average value of dynamic power 

consumption. System C also describes high level module with 

interoperable and generic interface. It has been also evaluated 

that in second step designers must define Meta model of 

application and similar scenarios. The final stage also have 

behavioral model on basis of which simulation is performed. 

On the basis of these scenarios various applications can be 

compared. It can also be concluded that when control signals 

are monitored during simulation at system level for 

evaluation of IP time activity coefficients then dynamic 

power consumption can easily be refined. Different antennas 

wireless systems have huge power consumption so power 

amplified models and RF components are also critical to 

consider and real measurements becomes important to define 

IP with more accuracy. It enables power estimation 

refinements which are obtained using power analysis tools.  
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